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a b s t r a c t

In this present paper a new methodology has been presented involving a stochastic optimization based
approach to solve the face recognition problem with only one training image per class. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) is used to decompose the single training image into two component images in
order to compute the within class scatter matrix. The stochastic optimization approach is implemented
employing gravitational search algorithm (GSA) which searches for an optimal transform matrix instead
of using the traditional solution of general eigenvalue problem as is carried out in Fisher linear
discriminant analysis (FLDA). The present paper also proposes two novel variants of GSA, namely the 2-D
version of GSA, in order to cater for the 2-D image data, and the other one is a 2-D randomized local
extrema based GSA (RLEGSA), which employs a stochastic local neighborhood based search instead of
global search, as in basic GSA. Finally, a novel concept of performing an automated selection of projection
vectors is incorporated in the 2-D RLEGSA to propose an improved variant, called the Modified RLEGSA
(MRLEGSA). Experimental results, based on benchmark Yale A and ORL databases, show that the
proposed methods outperform several existing schemes.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years face recognition has become a widely researched
topic since it has numerous real world applications like authentica-
tion, identification, advanced human computer interaction and many
other emerging fields of research. Face recognition spans the subjects
of pattern recognition, image processing, computer vision, machine
learning, etc. With the growing importance of biometric recognition
systems (Jain and Prabhakar, 2004), due to low susceptibility to
security loss, face recognition based biometrics has gained much
popularity in recent times.

Many approaches to face recognition have been proposed over
the last two decades (Zhao et al., 2003; Jafri and Arabnia, 2009;
Chakrabarty et al., 2013) most of which are based on supervised
learning. Hence they follow a common sequence of steps. There is a
feature extraction step in which a set of discriminating features are
extracted from a set of training images (Brunelli and Poggio, 1993).
Then if the set of features extracted is dimensionally large, there may
be a feature selection/reduction procedure where a reduced set of
highly discriminating features are selected employing a suitable
algorithm which may attempt to optimize a suitable cost function.

For the face recognition problem, since images of different persons
are, after all, human faces they have some common characteristics
which indicates that some features in a large set of extracted features
will not have enough discriminating power. This makes feature
selection/reduction an important step as a large feature set might
not necessarily result in a higher recognition rate (Tu et al., 2007). This
step is followed by the classification step where the final conclusion
regarding recognition or authentication is actually performed. Several
variations of methods proposed in each of these steps generates new
approaches in solving the problem.

A general drawback of the supervised learning method is that
for a good classification accuracy rate, the number of training
samples needs to be sufficiently large (depending on the number
of test images and the number of classes). In those particular
methods where inter class and intra class distances are used, the
methods do not work at all when there is a single training image
of each subject because in this case, the intra class distances are
not defined (Gao et al., 2008). This drawback is prominent in
several approaches which include the popular methodology of
Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA). A few methods have
been proposed in recent years to solve this problem of FLDA based
face recognition where there is only one training image per person
e.g. generalized inverse method (Tian et al., 1988), perturbation
based method (Hong and Yang 1991), direct FLDA method (Yu and
Yang 2001), null space method (Lu et al., 2003), 2-D FLDA method
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(Ye et al., 2004), singular value decomposition (SVD) based
method (Gao et al., 2008) etc.

Our present research concentrates on those more challenging face
recognition problems which suffer from small sample size (SSS)
problem, typically in those situations where there is only a single
training sample available per class/person. The research on face
recognition problem using single training sample per person is well
known as a very challenging problem and it has gained prominence
in recent times (Gao et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2012).
This situation arises in many real-world scenarios such as utilization
of smart cards, airport check-in and check-out, special situations of
law enforcement, critical surveillance scenarios and checking for
access control etc. (Tan et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2012). Our present
work is inspired by the method proposed by Gao et al. (2008) in
which the single training image of a particular class is decomposed
into two component images using SVD and then the intra class
distance can be conveniently determined using these two resulting
images. However, the SVD based FLDA approach in Gao et al. (2008)
uses the general eigen value theory to solve the cost function. In this
paper we propose a novel method of solving the FLDA cost function
using an intelligent iterative stochastic optimization algorithmwhich
can simultaneously solve the feature selection/reduction phase along
with the feature extraction phase, thus effectively merging the
operations required in two steps. The iterative stochastic optimiza-
tion problem is solved using a recently proposed method, called
gravitational search algorithm (GSA). GSA is a powerful iterative
optimization algorithm based on Newton's laws of gravity and
motion (Rashedi et al., 2009; Pal et al., 2013). Several interesting
applications have recently been proposed using GSA in the domains
of e.g. image processing (Sun and Zhang, 2013) and data clustering
(Hatamlou et al., 2012; Hatamlou et al., 2011). Three modifications of
the GSA have been proposed in this paper with the objective of
solving our problem. The first variation proposes a 2-D GSA to adopt
the GSA in processing of 2-D images. The second variation introduces
a novel random local extrema based GSA (RLEGSA). To the best of our
knowledge and belief, although some local best methods have been
proposed earlier for a similar swarm intelligence based method
called particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Suganthan, 1999; Das
Sharma et al., 2012), this is the first such variation developed in
the genre of GSA. The third variation incorporates the automated
selection of projection vectors within the GSA based cost function
optimization framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a description of the SVD and FLDA based feature extraction
schemes for the single training image per person scenario.
Section 3 describes an overview of the traditional gravitational
search algorithm and detailed descriptions of the novel variants
proposed in this work. Section 4 presents the experiments and
simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. SVD and FLDA based feature extraction scheme

Let us consider there are C classes with each having a single image
IkAℜm�n (k¼1,…,C). If mZn, then let UkAℜm�m and VkAℜn�n be
the eigenvector matrices of Ik IkT and Ik

TIk respectively. Let uik and vi
k be

the ith column of Uk and Vk respectively. Let si
k be the ith singular

value of Ik such that si
k is in descending order of magnitude as

i increases i.e. sk
1Zsk

2Z⋯sk
i�1Zsk

i Zsk
iþ1⋯sk

n. Then the image can
be described as (Gao et al., 2008; Golub and Loan, 1983)

Ik ¼ ∑
n

i ¼ 1
sk
i u

k
i ðvki ÞT ð1Þ

Hence each image can be thought of being constituted as a
summation of n basis images where each basis image corresponds
to a particular singular value and the energy content of a basis

image is higher if its associated singular value is higher in
magnitude. Following the philosophy described in Gao et al.
(2008), an image Îk is constructed taking the three most significant
SVD basis images as

Îk ¼ ∑
3

i ¼ 1
sk
i u

k
i ðvki ÞT ð2Þ

Thus after obtaining Îk we have two image matrices Ik and Îk in
each class k, and we can also compute a difference image,
ΔIk ¼ Ik� Îk ¼∑n

i ¼ 4sk
i u

k
i ðvki ÞT . The creation of Îk and ΔIk facilitates

the calculation of an approximate within-class scatter matrix, which
is, otherwise, not possible whenwe have only one training image per
person/class. Let the within class scatter matrix be denoted as Sw and
the between class scatter matrix be denoted as Sb. To compute Sw and
Sb we need to compute the global mean image I and mean image of
the kth class Ik, which are defined as (Gao et al., 2008)

Ik ¼ 1
2 ðIkþ ÎkÞ ð3Þ

I¼ 1
2C

∑
C

k ¼ 1
ðIkþ IkÞ ð4Þ

Then Sw and Sb can be computed as

Sb ¼
1
C

∑
C

k ¼ 1
ðIk� IÞT ðIk� IÞ ð5Þ

Sw ¼ 1
C

∑
C

k ¼ 1
½ðIk� IkÞT ðIk� IkÞþðÎk� ÎkÞT ðÎk� IkÞ� ð6Þ

Using (3) and (4), one can obtain (Gao et al., 2008)

Sw ¼ 1
2C

∑
C

k ¼ 1
ðIk� ÎkÞT ðIk� ÎkÞ ð7Þ

From the theory of two-dimensional FLDA (Ye et al., 2004), then
our goal will be to seek a set of d optimal discriminating column
vectors wj (j¼1, 2, …, d) constituting m� d optimal projection
matrix W so as to minimize the cost function

JðWÞ ¼ traceðWTSwWÞ
traceðWTSbWÞ

ð8Þ

Once W is determined, all the training images are projected on
to W to obtain the feature matrices Zk

Zk ¼ Ik �W ; k¼ 1;2;…;C ð9Þ

Then, for each class k we have a feature matrix Zk. If we have an
input test image I then the corresponding feature matrix is
Z¼ I�W

Then we can utilize the nearest neighbor classifier method,
where we calculate the Euclidean distance Dk of feature matrix Z
from each feature matrix Zk pertaining to class k, given as

Dk ¼ ‖Zk�Z‖; k¼ 1;…; c ð10Þ

Then, I is identified to belong to that class k for which Dk is
minimum.

Now in Gao et al. (2008) the optimal value of W has been
determined by using the general eigen value theorem and for that
the cost function considered is the inverse of (8), which is the
traditional cost function considered in Ye et al. (2004), as they
solved a maximization problem. In this work, as we attempt to
solve a minimization function by utilizing the gravitational search
algorithm and its proposed variants, we have utilized a form of
J(W) which is inverse of that considered in Ye et al. (2004) and Gao
et al. (2008).
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3. Gravitational search algorithm and the proposed variants

3.1. Gravitational search algorithm (GSA)

GSA is a relatively recently proposed optimization algorithm
based on the Newtonian law of gravity (Rashedi et al., 2009). Let us
consider an isolated system of p objects called agents or particles.
This can be considered a universe consisting of only these p agents
which obey (1) Newton's Law of Motion and (2) Newton's Law of
Gravity. Let the position of the ith agent (i¼1, 2, …, p) in n
dimensional space at time t be given by

XiðtÞ ¼ fx1i ðtÞ; x2i ðtÞ;…; xni ðtÞg ð11Þ
Also we define three types of masses of an agent (Rashedi et al.,

2009):

(1) Active gravitational mass (Ma) – it is the cause of the gravita-
tional field due to an object. Greater the active gravitational
mass of an object greater will be the strength of the gravita-
tional field due to that object.

(2) Passive gravitational mass (Mp) – greater the passive gravita-
tional mass of an object greater will be the gravitational force
that it will experience in the same gravitational field.

(3) Inertial mass (Mi) – inertial mass determines the resistance of
an object to change its state of motion when a force is applied
on it. When the same force is applied, an object with larger
inertial mass will change its position more slowly.

At a certain instant of time t, the gravitational force experi-
enced by an object i due to the object j in the dimension d is given
by Newton's Law of Gravity as follows (Rashedi et al., 2009):

FdijðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMpiðtÞ �MajðtÞ
RijðtÞþε

ðxdj ðtÞ�xdi ðtÞÞ ð12Þ

where Maj is the active gravitational mass of agent j, Mpi is the passive
gravitational mass of agent i, ε is a small positive constant (ε40), and
Rij(t) is the Euclidean distance between two agents i and j.

RijðtÞ ¼ ‖XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ‖ ð13Þ
Now the gravitational constant G(t) at time t is given by

(Rashedi et al., 2009; Mansouri et al., 1999)

GðtÞ ¼ Gðt0Þ �
t0
t

� �β

; βo1 ð14Þ

where t0 is the initial time/iteration. Hence G(t) gradually
decreases over time, representing the effect of ageing. The intro-
duction of this concept facilitates stronger and stronger exploita-
tions in later parts of iterations as it is desired that the changes
should be lesser and lesser as the system converges toward a
solution. The total gravitational force on a particle i in the dth
dimension is (Rashedi et al., 2009)

Fdi ðtÞ ¼ ∑
p

j ¼ 1;ja i
randjF

d
ijðtÞ ð15Þ

where randj is an uniformly distributed random number in the
interval [0,1]. This introduces the stochastic element into the
algorithm. Next, by Newton's Law of Motion, the acceleration of
the agent i at time t in dimension d is calculated as

adi ðtÞ ¼
Fdi ðtÞ
MiiðtÞ

ð16Þ

where Mii is the inertial mass of the ith agent.
Now the velocity, position and mass update equations are as

follows:

vdi ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vdi ðtÞþadi ðtÞ ð17Þ

xdi ðtþ1Þ ¼ xdi ðtÞþvdi ðtþ1Þ ð18Þ

Mai ¼Mpi ¼Mii ¼Mi ð19Þ

miðtÞ ¼
f itiðtÞ�worstðtÞ
bestðtÞ�worstðtÞ ð20Þ

MiðtÞ ¼
miðtÞ

∑p
j ¼ 1mjðtÞ

ð21Þ

where fiti(t) is the fitness value of the agent i at time t.
So the best(t) and the worst(t), the best and worst fitness

among the p particles at time t, respectively, are given as

bestðtÞ ¼ min
jA f1;2;…;pg

f itjðtÞ ð22Þ

worstðtÞ ¼ max
jA f1;2;…;pg

f itjðtÞ ð23Þ

After the stopping criterion is met the position of the agent
with the largest mass gives the solution of the search. The larger
the mass of an agent, more slowly will it change its position and
this is what is desired as it is nearer to the solution. Also it can be
noted here that unlike the classical PSO, the basic GSA is a memory
less algorithm since unlike PSO there is no need to keep record of
the best position of each particle and also the globally best
position. Algorithm 1 describes the implementation of the tradi-
tional GSA.

Algorithm 1. Traditional GSA
BEGIN
Create p particles and make randomized initialization of their n
dimensional positions X.

Initialize iteration number t¼1
REPEAT:

FOR i¼1 to p
Calculate fitness fiti(t)

END FOR
Calculate global best fitness: bestðtÞ ¼ min

iA f1;2;…;pg
f itiðtÞ

Calculate global worst fitness: worstðtÞ ¼ max
iA f1;2;…;pg

f itiðtÞ
FOR i¼1 to p

Calculate mass: miðtÞ ¼ f itiðtÞ�worstðtÞ
bestðtÞ�worstðtÞ;MiðtÞ ¼ miðtÞ

∑p
j ¼ 1mjðtÞ

Calculate gravitational constant:

GðtÞ ¼ Gðt0Þ � t0
t

� �β
; βo1; t0 ¼ 1

FOR j¼1 to p, ja i
Calculate distance between two particles:

RijðtÞ ¼ XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ
Calculate force between two particles:
FOR d¼1 to n

FdijðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMiðtÞ�MjðtÞ
RijðtÞþ ε ðxdj ðtÞ�xdi ðtÞÞ

END FOR
END FOR
FOR d¼1 to n
Calculate total force on ith particle:

Fdi ðtÞ ¼∑p
j ¼ 1;ja irandjF

d
ijðtÞ

Calculate acceleration: adi ðtÞ ¼
Fdi ðtÞ
MiðtÞ

Calculate velocity: vdi ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vdi ðtÞþadi ðtÞ
Calculate position: xdi ðtþ1Þ ¼ xdi ðtÞþvdi ðtþ1Þ

END FOR
END FOR

UNTIL termination criterion is satisfied
END
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3.2. Two dimensional gravitational search algorithm (2-D GSA)

The first modification of GSA proposed in this work is devel-
oped in order to account for a two dimensional solution space. In
this case the position variable for the ith particle (i¼1, 2, …, p)
becomes an n� n matrix (corresponding to the size of the
W matrix) as follows:

XiðtÞ ¼ fxkli ðtÞg i¼ 1;…; p; k¼ 1;…;n; l¼ 1;…;n ð24Þ
Thus the modified force calculation equation between two

particles is developed as

Fklij ðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMpiðtÞ �MajðtÞ
RijðtÞþε

ðxklj ðtÞ�xkli ðtÞÞ ð25Þ

where Rij(t) is the Euclidean distance between two agents i and j,
given as

RijðtÞ ¼ ‖XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ‖ ð26Þ
The total gravitational force on a particle i in the dimension k, l is

Fkli ðtÞ ¼ ∑
p

j ¼ 1;ja i
randjF

kl
ij ðtÞ ð27Þ

Accordingly, the modified acceleration, velocity and position
update equations are given as

akli ðtÞ ¼
Fkli ðtÞ
MiiðtÞ

ð28Þ

vkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vkli ðtÞþakli ðtÞ ð29Þ

xkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ xkli ðtÞþvkli ðtþ1Þ ð30Þ
The mass update equations remain the same as in the tradi-

tional GSA.

3.3. 2-D random local extrema gravitational search algorithm
(2-D RLEGSA)

This is the second proposed variation of GSA in this paper,
where instead of using the global best and global worst values in

the mass update equation, the local best and local worst values are
used. For each particle, these are the best and worst fitness values
in the ‘locality’ or neighborhood of that particle. The process of
determination of this neighborhood is the main contribution of
this method. The method proposes incorporation of a random
element in the determination of neighborhood to boost the rate of
convergence.

Like before let there be p particles with n dimensional position
vectors Xi(t), i¼1, 2, …, p. Now a normalized Euclidian distance of
ith particle from any other particle is calculated as

dij ¼
‖Xi�Xj‖

maxjð‖Xi�Xj‖Þ
where j¼ 1 to p and ja i ð31Þ

A corresponding distance vector for particle i is created as

Di ¼ fdijg; j¼ 1;2;…; p ð32Þ

Now, let the vector Di be rearranged such that its individual
elements appear in ascending order of magnitude and let this new
vector be denoted as Di

asc. At iteration number t we shall consider
those particles in the neighborhood of particle i which have
distances corresponding to the first qi(t) number of elements of
Di
asc, where qi(t) is given as

qiðtÞ ¼ round K � t
itermax

� �
� p� rand½0;1�

� �
ð33Þ

If qi(t)4p then qi(t)¼p, and K the scaling constant.
Once the neighborhood of the ith particle is thus found out, the

best and worst fitness values are calculated over the neighborhood
only, hence the name of the method. As the number of iterations
increases, the neighborhood of each particle grows in size and
it finally approaches the traditional global extrema case, where the
entire search space becomes the neighborhood of each particle.
Algorithm 2 describes the implementation of the proposed
Random Local Extrema based GSA (RLEGSA). The entire algorithm
has been developed as a modification of the 2-D GSA described in
Section 3.2 and hence it is called 2-D RLEGSA.

Algorithm 2. RLEGSA.
BEGIN
Create p particles and make randomized initialization
of their positions X. XiðtÞ ¼ fxkli ðtÞg i¼ 1;…; p; k¼ 1;…;n; l¼ 1;…;n

Initialize iteration number t¼1
REPEAT:

FOR i¼1 to p
FOR j¼1 to p, ja i
Calculate normalized distance between two particles:

dij ¼ ‖Xi �Xj‖
maxjð‖Xi �Xj‖Þ

END FOR
Form distance vector: Di ¼ fdijg; j¼ 1;…; p Dasc

i ¼ sortascendðDiÞ
Calculate neighborhood:
Nasc

i ¼ particles corresponding to first qti elements of Dasc
i

qti ¼ K � t
itermax

h i
� p� rand½0;1�

if qti 4p then qti ¼ p
Calculate fitness fiti(t)

Calculate local best fitness: lbestiðtÞ ¼ min
lA fNasc

i g
f itlðtÞ

Calculate global best fitness: lworstiðtÞ ¼ max
lA fNasc

i g
f itlðtÞ

Calculate mass: miðtÞ ¼ f itiðtÞ� lworstiðtÞ
lbestiðtÞ� lworstiðtÞ;MiðtÞ ¼ miðtÞ

∑p
j ¼ 1mjðtÞ
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3.4. Modified random local extrema gravitational search algorithm
(MRLEGSA) incorporating automated selection of number of
projection vectors

In Gao et al. (2008), the scheme actually utilized different
subsets of projection vectors from the optimal transform matrix
solution W obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue
problem. The selection of number of f such projection vectors
from the n vectors in W matrix (frn) and which such f vectors
should be chosen were both carried out manually. Their extensive
experimentations showed that, for each separate face database,
the performance varies individually with variation in number and
choices of f vectors and no correlation can be obtained in
determining their optimal choices which means they had to make
an extensive manual search for the best combination of f vectors
for each face database. This inspired us to propose an improved
algorithm which can perform an additional task of an automated
selection of the number of optimal projection vectors to be chosen
from theWmatrix and which candidate f vectors should be chosen
that will lead to better performance accuracy. This has been
referred to here as the third proposed modification of GSA. It
actually augments the RLEGSA proposed in the previous subsec-
tion by incorporating the automated selection of number of
projection vectors and also which projection vectors to be chosen
from the W matrix.

Here for the ith agent, the solution space contains, besides the
n� n matrix Xi(t), an n� 1 vector Si(t), given as

XiðtÞ ¼ fxkli ðtÞgn�n i¼ 1;…; p; k¼ 1;…;n; l¼ 1;…;n ð34Þ

SiðtÞ ¼ fsliðtÞg i¼ 1;…; p; l¼ 1;…;n ð35Þ

The vector Si(t) is named the selection vector since it will be
used to select the optimal number of projection vectors. Each
element in the selection vector Si(t) is initialized by a number
pulled from a uniform random distribution in [0, 1] and then it
undergoes modifications in its velocity and position in each
subsequent iteration. At any iteration t, if the position of the lth
element of the vector Si(t) i.e. sil(t) has a value greater than 0.5 then

the lth column of the position matrix Xi(t), i.e., the lth projection
vector, is selected, otherwise, if this value is less than 0.5, then the
lth projection vector is not selected. This process is repeated for
each lth dimension of the vector Si(t) in each iteration and, at the
completion of the implementation of the modified GSA algorithm,
from the best Xi(t) solution i.e. the final W solution, those
projection vectors are finally selected that are chosen according
to the best solution of the Si(t) vector.

As the Modified RLEGSA algorithm now has to evolve both the
candidate Xi(t) matrices and the candidate Si(t) vectors in each
iteration, the corresponding equations for calculating force
between two particles are modified as

Fxklij ðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMpiðtÞ �MajðtÞ
RxijðtÞþε

ðxklj ðtÞ�xkli ðtÞÞ ð36Þ

FslijðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMpiðtÞ �MajðtÞ
RsijðtÞþε

ðsljðtÞ�sliðtÞÞ ð37Þ

RxijðtÞ ¼ ‖XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ‖ ð38Þ

RsijðtÞ ¼ ‖SiðtÞ; SjðtÞ‖ ð39Þ
Now, the total gravitational force on a particle i is calculated as

Fxkli ðtÞ ¼ ∑
p

j ¼ 1;ja i
randjFxklij ðtÞ ð40Þ

FsliðtÞ ¼ ∑
p

j ¼ 1;ja i
randjFslijðtÞ ð41Þ

Accordingly, new acceleration update equations are developed as

axkli ðtÞ ¼
Fxkli ðtÞ
MiiðtÞ

ð42Þ

asliðtÞ ¼
FsliðtÞ
MiiðtÞ

ð43Þ

This gives the new velocity update equations as

vxkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vxkli ðtÞþaxkli ðtÞ ð44Þ

Calculate gravitational constant: GðtÞ ¼ Gðt0Þ � t0
t

� �β
; βo1; t0 ¼ 1

FOR j¼1 to p, ja i
Calculate distance between two particles: RijðtÞ ¼ XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ

Calculate force between two particles:
FOR k¼1 to n
FOR l¼1 to n

Fklij ðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMiðtÞ�MjðtÞ
RijðtÞþ ε ðxklj ðtÞ�xkli ðtÞÞ

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
FOR k¼1 to n
FOR l¼1 to n

Calculate total force on ith particle: Fkli ðtÞ ¼∑p
j ¼ 1;ja irandjF

kl
ij ðtÞ

Calculate acceleration: akli ðtÞ ¼
Fkli ðtÞ
MiðtÞ

Calculate velocity: vkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vkli ðtÞþakli ðtÞ
Calculate position: xkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ xkli ðtÞþvkli ðtþ1Þ

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
UNTIL termination criterion is satisfied

END
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vsliðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vsliðtÞþasliðtÞ ð45Þ
Hence the new position and selection update equations are

given as

xkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ xkli ðtÞþvxkli ðtþ1Þ ð46Þ

sliðtþ1Þ ¼ sliðtÞþvsliðtþ1Þ ð47Þ

smaxiðtþ1Þ ¼ max fSiðtþ1Þg ð48Þ

sminiðtþ1Þ ¼ min fSiðtþ1Þg ð49Þ

ŝ liðtþ1Þ ¼ sliðtþ1Þ�sminiðtþ1Þ
smaxiðtþ1Þ�sminiðtþ1Þ ð50Þ

sbinl
iðtþ1Þ ¼

0; ŝ liðtþ1Þo0:5
���

1; ŝ liðtþ1ÞZ0:5
���

8><
>: ð51Þ

Now normalized Euclidian distance of the ith particle from any
other particle is given as

dij ¼
‖Xi�Xj‖

maxjð‖Xi�Xj‖Þ
where j¼ 1 to p and ja i ð52Þ

The corresponding distance vector for particle i is given as

Di ¼ fdijg; j¼ 1;2;…; p ð53Þ

Dasc
i ¼ sortascendðDiÞ ð54Þ
Thus the neighborhood of the ith particle is given as

Nasc
i ¼ particles corresponding to first qtielements of Dasc

i

where

qiðtÞ ¼ K � t
itermax

� �
� p� rand½0;1� ð55Þ

If qi(t)4p then qi(t)¼p, and K the scaling constant.
fiti(t) is the fitness value of the agent i at time t.
Now, the selection variables introduced will become operative

while calculating the fitness fiti(t). The feature matrix Wi(t) used
for evaluation of the fitness function corresponding to the candi-
date solution Xi(t) is extracted as

WiðtÞ ¼ fxkli ðtÞgn�rti
i¼ 1;…;p; k¼ 1;…;n; lAfl; sbinl

iðtþ1Þ ¼ 1g
ð56Þ

where ri
t is the number of elements in sbini(tþ1) (over l¼1, …, n)

which are equal to 1.
The formulations of fiti(t), lbesti(t), lworsti(t), mi(tþ1) and

Mi(tþ1) remain unchanged as given in Section 3.3. Algorithm 3
describes the implementation of the Modified RLEGSA.

Algorithm 3. MRLEGSA.
BEGIN
Create p particles and make randomized initialization of
position matrices X and selection vectors S.

Initialize iteration number t¼1
REPEAT:
FOR i¼1 to p
FOR j¼1 to p, ja i

Calculate normalized distance between two particles:

dij ¼ ‖Xi �Xj‖
maxjð‖Xi �Xj‖Þ

END FOR

Form distance vector: Di ¼ fdijg; j¼ 1;…; p
Dasc
i ¼ sortascendðDiÞ

Calculate neighborhood:
Nasc

i ¼ particles corresponding

to first qtielements of Dasc
i

qti ¼ K � t
itermax

h i
� p� rand½0;1�

if qti 4p then qti ¼ p
smaxiðtÞ ¼ max fSiðtÞg

sminiðtÞ ¼ min fSiðtÞg

FOR l¼1 to dim {Si(t)}

ŝ liðtþ1Þ ¼ sliðtþ1Þ� sminiðtþ1Þ
smaxiðtþ1Þ� sminiðtþ1Þ

sbinl
iðtþ1Þ ¼

0; ŝ liðtþ1Þo0:5
���

1; ŝ liðtþ1ÞZ0:5
���

8><
>:

END FOR
Compose the feature matrix Wi(t):

WiðtÞ ¼ fxkli ðtÞ; xkli ðtÞAXiðtÞg

i¼ 1;…; p; k¼ 1;…;n; lAfl; sbinl
iðtþ1Þ ¼ 1g

f itiðtÞ ¼ traceðWiðtÞT SwWiðtÞÞ
traceðWiðtÞT SbWiðtÞÞ

END FOR
Calculate local best fitness: lbestiðtÞ ¼ min

lA fNasc
i g

f itlðtÞ

Calculate global best fitness: lworstiðtÞ ¼ max
lA fNasc

i g
f itlðtÞ

FOR i¼1 to p
Calculate mass:

miðtÞ ¼ f itiðtÞ� lworstiðtÞ
lbestiðtÞ� lworstiðtÞ

MiðtÞ ¼
miðtÞ

∑p
j ¼ 1mjðtÞ

Calculate gravitational constant:

GðtÞ ¼ Gðt0Þ � t0
t

� �β
; βo1; t0 ¼ 1

FOR j¼1 to p, ja i
Calculate distance:

RxijðtÞ ¼ XiðtÞ;XjðtÞ

RsijðtÞ ¼ SiðtÞ; SjðtÞ

Calculate force:
FOR l¼1 to n
FOR k¼1 to n

Fxklij ðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMiðtÞ�MjðtÞ
RxijðtÞþ ε ðxklj ðtÞ�xkli ðtÞÞ

END FOR

FslijðtÞ ¼ GðtÞMiðtÞ�MjðtÞ
RsijðtÞþ ε ðsljðtÞ�sliðtÞÞ

END FOR
END FOR
FOR k¼1 to n
FOR l¼1 to n

Calculate total force:
Fxkli ðtÞ ¼∑p

j ¼ 1;ja irandjFx
kl
ij ðtÞ

FsliðtÞ ¼ ∑
p

j ¼ 1;ja i
randjFslijðtÞ
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Calculate acceleration:

axkli ðtÞ ¼
Fxkli ðtÞ
MiðtÞ

asliðtÞ ¼
FsliðtÞ
MiðtÞ

Calculate velocity:
vxkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vxkli ðtÞþaxkli ðtÞ

vsliðtþ1Þ ¼ randi � vsliðtÞþasliðtÞ

Calculate position and selection variables:
xkli ðtþ1Þ ¼ xkli ðtÞþvxkli ðtþ1Þ

sliðtþ1Þ ¼ sliðtÞþvsliðtþ1Þ

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
UNTIL termination criterion is satisfied

END

4. Experimental results

Extensive experimentations have been carried out to determine
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. At first the 2-D
version of the traditional GSA proposed in Section 3.2 and the local
extrema based variation (RLEGSA) proposed in Section 3.3 have
been separately evaluated on two well known benchmark face
databases, namely Yale A (Yale University) and ORL (ORL database)
databases and the recognition accuracies have been compared
with four existing comparable methods, as shown in Table 1. The
Yale A database published by Yale University has 11 images each
from 15 individuals with lighting, occlusion and facial emotion
variations. Fig. 1 shows the 11 different images for one person in
the Yale A database. The ORL database published by Cambridge

Fig. 1. A few sample images of one person from Yale A database.

Fig. 2. A few sample images of one person from the ORL database.

Fig. 3. A comparison of recognition accuracy vs. number of projection vectors for
five competing methods, for Yale A dataset.

Fig. 4. A comparison of recognition accuracy vs. number of projection vectors for
five competing methods, for ORL dataset.

Table 1
Top recognition accuracies for six competing methods on two benchmark face databases.

Database Method 1
(S.C. Chen et al., 2004)

Method 2
(Zhang et al., 2005)

Method 3
(S. Chen et al., 2004)

Method 4
(Gao et al., 2008)

Proposed 2-D
GSA

Proposed 2-D
RLEGSA

Yale A 18.67 23.33 32.00 34.67 32.73 38.57
ORL 44.17 46.39 70.83 75.56 75.56 76.92
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University has 10 images each from 40 individuals. Here there are
also variations of occlusion and facial expressions along with
changes in scale and tilting. Fig. 2 shows the 10 different images
for one person in the ORL database.

During training, the first image of each individual is taken as
the single training image. All the remaining images have been
taken as testing samples. For classification purpose a simple
nearest neighbor classifier is used (Gao et al., 2008; Code for Gao
et al.). These conditions are chosen to be identical with the
experimental conditions considered in other methods chosen here
for comparison so that we can perform a fair comparison in an
identical platform. As mentioned, the performance of the pro-
posed method is compared with four state-of-the-art, competing,
existing methods, all of whom use different variations of 2-D FLDA
for a similar face recognition problem using single training image
per person. The first method, proposed by S.C. Chen et al. (2004), is
based on the projection approach. It reported a top recognition
accuracy of 18.67% for Yale A database and 44.17% for ORL
database. The second method, proposed by Zhang et al. (2005),
is based on the singular value perturbation approach. It reported a
top recognition accuracy of 23.33% for Yale A database and 46.39%
for ORL database. The third method, proposed by S. Chen et al.
(2004), is based on the non-overlapping image block approach.
It reported a top recognition accuracy of 32.00% for Yale A
database and 70.83% for ORL database. The fourth method,
proposed by Gao et al. (2008), reported a top recognition accuracy
of 34.67% for Yale A database and 75.56% for ORL database.

In comparison, by using the 2-D version of the traditional GSA,
the top recognition rates achieved are 32.73% for Yale A database
(comparable to method 3) and 75.56% for ORL database (compar-
able to method 4). However using the proposed 2-D RLEGSA top
recognition rates achieved are 38.57% for Yale A database and
76.92% for ORL database which could comfortably outperform all
its five competing algorithms. This shows that the proposed local
extrema based version of the 2-D GSA could prove to be indeed
effective in achieving better recognition accuracies for a variety of
face recognition problems using single training images per person.

To make a performance comparison of the recognition rates for
different competing methods with variations in the manually
chosen number of projection vectors, for different face databases,
the detailed performance evaluation results are plotted in

Figs. 3 and 4, for Yale A database and ORL database respectively,
where the results of the other four comparing methods are taken
from Gao et al. (2008). The curves clearly show that the proposed
RLEGSA outperforms the other competing methods in almost all
choices of number of projection vectors, for both databases. This
results in an ample justification of the fact that RLEGSA can be
claimed as an overall superior method in comparison with the four
other competing methods considered. Also, these plots signify the
variability of the recognition rate with number of projection
vectors for each algorithm considered and no trend from these
curves can be determined which can facilitate any easy determi-
nation of choice of the optimal number of projection vectors. This
fact further strengthens our logic of development of improved
methods, using stochastic optimization techniques, which can
make an additional search for automated selection of number of
projection vectors in order to maximize the recognition rate, as
proposed in MRLEGSA.

The concept of top recognition rates, as mentioned in Table 1,
arises for all those methods as experiments are conducted by
varying the dimension of the discriminating feature matrix that is
by choosing different numbers of projection vectors. However, as
mentioned before, the possibility of automated selection of the
dimension of the discriminating feature matrix to obtain higher
recognition rate had not been considered in the earlier four
methods. Our proposed MRLEGSA has already been described in
Section 3.4 which is armed with this additional feature of selec-
tion/automation. Table 2 shows the recognition performance
comparisons for RLEGSA and MRLEGSA for the two benchmark
databases considered. It is seen that the top recognition rates thus
achieved with MRLEGSA are almost similar to the results obtained
with RLEGSA except for minor deviations which may be attributed
to the stochastic nature of activation of each variant of GSA.
However, it should be kept in mind that the performance obtained
with RLEGSA was obtained after a tedious, manual procedure of
selecting different number of projection vectors by turn, activating
the algorithm for each such chosen number f, noting down their
performances, and then determining for which f the best perfor-
mance was achieved. In MRLEGSA this entire procedure is auto-
mated involving significant reduction in computational time and

Table 3
Quantitative performance evaluation for 2-D RLEGSA for Yale A and ORL databases.

Parameters Significance Yale A database ORL database

True positive (TP) Samples belonging to class i correctly classified as belonging to class i
(summed over number of classes)

63 307

False negative (FN) Samples belonging to class i incorrectly classified as not belonging to
class i (summed over number of classes)

102 93

True negative (TN) Samples not belonging to class i correctly classified as not belonging to
class i (summed over number of classes)

715 10180

False positive (FP) Samples not belonging to class i incorrectly classified as belonging to
class i (summed over number of classes)

102 93

Precision (P) TP/(TPþFP) 0.382 0.786
Specificity (S) TN/(TNþFP) 0.875 0.991

Table 4
Computation time complexity comparison of the three GSA variants.

Algorithm Average (approx) computation time (s)

Yale A ORL

2-D GSA 31.05 33.25
RLEGSA 60.88 62.79
MRLEGSA 71.53 73.46

Table 2
Top recognition accuracies for two variants of GSA for two benchmark face
databases.

Database Proposed 2-D RLEGSA Proposed 2-D MRLEGSA

Yale A 38.57 38.52
ORL 76.92 76.90
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effort and yet it could produce almost identical performance as
RLEGSA which means it was successful, in each case, to auto-
matically determine the best performing f optimal projection
vectors, because of which the top performance of RLEGSA could
also be approached using MRLEGSA. Hence the objective of
introducing the innovation in MRLEGSA to automate a manual,
tedious procedure and yet achieve the desired, best performance
was fully achieved.

The results obtained for the two benchmark databases employ-
ing the proposed 2-D RLEGSA are further analyzed in greater detail
by calculating several popular performance indices like true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false
negatives (FN). Further analyses are also carried out to calculate
other popular performance measures like precision and specificity.
These results are presented in Table 3. These results demonstrate
that for the ORL database the results obtained are quite encoura-
ging as both precision and specificity values calculated are quite
high. However, for the Yale A database, the precision value is quite
low, although the specificity value obtained is quite satisfactory.
These results are, overall, in conformation with the results pre-
sented in Table 1 where it has been demonstrated that, generally
speaking, the overall performance achievable for ORL database is
much better than for Yale A database, for single training sample
per person situation. However, it has also been shown in Table 1
that, for the Yale A database, compared to other competing
algorithms, our proposed 2-D RLEGSA could achieve quite superior
performance.

Finally, a detailed discussion on the computation time com-
plexity comparison of the proposed methods is provided in
Table 4. For each algorithm, the average computation time con-
sumed over 10 independent runs is calculated and reported here,
for each of Yale A and ORL databases. These algorithms were
simulated in MATLAB 2011b environment with system specifica-
tions being 8 GB RAM, INTEL i7 processor and Windows 8 OS.

The results show that 2-D GSA consumes least computation
time. This is understandable because, among the three variants of
GSA developed in this work, this variant is least complex and also
the accuracy achievable with this method is not satisfactory.
Another notable feature is that, for each run of MRLEGSA, the
average time consumed is not more than 20% of the average time
consumed for each run of RLEGSA. On the other hand, as
mentioned before, RLEGSA requires several trial runs before the
best performance can be achieved, whereas this process is auto-
mated in MRLEGSA where it can find the optimized performance
in a single run. Hence it can be easily appreciated that MRLEGSA
can produce satisfactory and comparable performance with
respect to RLEGSA and, overall, it requires less computational time
compared to RLEGSA. Hence, this analysis further justifies the
utility of MRLEGSA over that of RLEGSA, as mentioned before.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a new approach to solve SVD based face recogni-
tion problems involving single training image per person is
proposed using stochastic optimization approaches. The problem
is solved using GSA, a contemporary algorithm recently proposed
under the category of heuristic optimization methods, which
attempts to determine an optimal transform matrix W such that
a cost functional J(W) is minimized. In this context two new
variants of GSA, called the 2-D version of GSA, and a 2-D
randomized local extrema based GSA (RLEGSA) have also been
proposed. Then further sophistication is incorporated in this
approach, by automating the process of selection of projection
vectors to propose another new variant called Modified RLEGSA
(MRLEGSA). Several experiments carried out for two benchmark

databases i.e. Yale A and ORL databases, demonstrated that both
RLEGSA and MRLEGSA produced comparable recognition accura-
cies and could outperform several state-of-the-art algorithms
already produced for the identical problem genre. In one hand
this proved the utility of proposing the random local extrema
based version of GSA for this class of face recognition problems. At
the same time it was aptly demonstrated that the process of
automation proposed in MRLEGSA could significantly reduce the
computational effort involved in RLEGSA to determine the top
accuracy and yet it was able to approach the top accuracy obtained
with RLEGSA.
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